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Abstract—This paper describes two hardware prototypes and
estimation schemes for determining the parameters of a simple,
physically based, point-of-use electric utility model using transient
measurements. Parameters of the utility model are estimated using
data collected by the prototypes. Frequency-dependent effects ob-
served in previous work in this area are modeled. Performance of
the techniques given is demonstrated by comparison of measured
and predicted line voltage distortion during current transients cre-
ated by several loads.

Index Terms—Estimation, power distribution testing, prediction
methods.

I. BACKGROUND

FROM A SERVICE outlet, the electrical utility can be ap-
proximated as a sinusoidal voltage source in series with an

inductor and a resistor. In a commercial or industrial building,
impedances seen at the “user interface” arise predominantly
from an upstream transformer, protection circuitry, and cabling.
Harmonic currents generated by loads flow through these im-
pedances, creating voltage drops that result in a distorted voltage
waveform at the service outlet.

In [1], an interesting technique for determining the local ap-
parent impedance of the electrical utility service is presented.
The impedance is identified by briefly closing a capacitor across
the electrical service at a precise point in the line voltage wave-
form. The shape and decay of the transient current in the re-
sultingRLCcircuit can be used to estimate the line impedance.

In this paper, the technique in [1] is reformulated in two
point-of-load impedance characterization and voltage distortion
prediction systems. The first system (method A) uses theRLC
transient excitation technique from [1], but features a digitally
programmable test capacitor, a phase-programmable switch,
and a data collection interface. The second system (method
B) consists of a programmable current source, providing
more flexibility in test transients. The two systems, and their
associated estimation procedures, share a point-of-load model
of the electric utility. This model, motivated by theory, accounts
for the measured increase in resistance as a function of test
transient frequency observed in [1] and [2]. Ultimately, the
model and estimated parameters are used to predict voltage
distortion from transient currents.
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Fig. 1. A distribution-level model of the electric utility.

We begin with the common utility model and comparison of
the excitation hardware for test methods A and B. The system
identification procedures corresponding to each method are then
discussed in separate sections. Juxtaposition of the methods re-
sumes in Sections VI and VII, which include demonstrations of
the techniques on measured data and observations regarding ap-
plications beyond the laboratory.

II. UTILITY MODEL AND MEASUREMENTS

For the purpose of point-of-load voltage distortion predic-
tion, we consider a single-phase line-to-neutral connection to
the electric utility, e.g.,v0 in Fig. 1. Electrical loads are con-
nected to a sourcevs(t) through lumped parametersR andL
modeling physical cabling, protection devices, and other im-
pedances. The sourcevs(t) is stiff with respect to the current
drawn from any particular load, but may have distortion re-
sulting from the aggregate load current. Physically, for example,
vs might correspond to the voltage on the bus bars of a breaker
cabinet. The voltage across these bus bars might be shaped by
power-factor-correction capacitors, upstream voltage distortion,
and the aggregate current drawn by the loads. However, to con-
tinue the physical example, we assume that the voltage on the
bus bars is essentially invariant to current perturbations on the
order of the currents drawn by theindividual loads. A similar
model is used in [1] and [2].

Consider thekth connection to the model shown in Fig. 1.
Assuming measurementsvk(t); vs(t); andik(t) are available,
the parametersRk andLk of the utility model can be estimated.
The quantityvs(t) is generally inaccessible and difficult to mea-
sure. However, following the assumption thatvs(t) is stiff and
if most loads are in steady state

vs(t) � vs(t � nT ) (1)

for small multiplesn of the fundamental periodT . Using this
assumption, measurementsvk(t � nT ) with ik(t � nT ) = 0
could approximatevs(t) whenik(t) 6= 0. That is, the estimate

v̂s(t) = vk(t� nT ); with ik(t� nT ) = 0: (2)

As an experimental procedure, one could simply measure sev-
eral periods ofvk(t) before and while applying the test load.
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Fig. 2. Steady-state currentsiL in measurement scenario.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Test circuits used to excite utility for identification. Test circuitA is a
programmable capacitor connected to the utility by a switch. Test circuitB is a
programmable current source. The voltagev(t) and currenti(t) are measured
during transient excitation.

The notion of a test during steady-state conditions can be
extended to include an unmeasured steady-state load current
iL(t) = iL(t � nT ) if there is a linear operatorH relating
vs(t)� vk(t) to ik(t). Let the quantitiesi(t); v(t) be the actual
measurements as made by the test apparatus shown in Fig. 3 and
discussed in the next section. In the absence ofiL, the equation

Hi(t) = v̂s(t)� v(t) (3)

is used to estimate the parameters. If the unmeasured load cur-
rent iL is introduced at the test nodek so that

ik(t) = i(t) + iL(t) (4)

as indicated in Fig. 2, then (2) becomes

v̂s(t) = vk(t� nT ); with ik(t � nT ) = iL(t� nT ): (5)

The effect is to introduce termsHiL in the right-hand side of
(3) that cancel ifiL(t) is steady state

Hi(t) = v̂s(t) � v(t)

= (vs(t� nT ) �HiL(t � nT ))

� (vs(t) �H(iL(t) + i(t))): (6)

A steady-state load currentiL(t) = iL(t � nT ) therefore has
no effect on the problem. In some cases,iL(t) might be per-
turbed dramatically during the test, for example, if a load con-
nected to the point of test is essentially a capacitor. In this case,

the problematic load should be disconnected during the test. In
principle, provided sufficient excitation can be maintained, in-
teracting loads may remain connected if the current measure-
ment is modified to includeiL.

The model Fig. 1 is accurate in the sinusoidal steady state at
a particular frequency. Over the frequencies that we considered,
in particular, from the fundamental at 60 Hz to around the 16th
harmonic, skin and proximity effects in the physical system re-
quire the resistorsRk to be nonlinear, increasing functions of
frequency. The two hardware prototypes and their associated
identification procedures, discussed in the subsequent sections,
handle this frequency dependence slightly differently.

III. PROTOTYPE HARDWARE

Numerical values of the utility model parameters are needed
to predict the effects of currents on the voltage waveform at the
load. To find parameter values, it is necessary to excite the utility
at the point of load with some test circuit, measure the response,
and determine the parameters. Two excitation circuits, shown in
Fig. 3, were considered for this paper.

The principle components in Fig. 3(a) are the capacitor and
the switch. When the switch closes, the capacitor “rings” with
theR andL of the utility model in Fig. 1, creating the excitation.
The firing angle of the switch is programmable with a resolution
of 10 b, i.e., a resolution of one part in 1024 parts of a line cycle.
The time reference subdividing each line cycle is obtained from
a phase-locked loop. Similarly, the capacitor value is selectable
with a resolution of 7 b by selectively engaging a parallel array
of seven capacitorsCn with Ck+1 = 2Ck. The programma-
bility of the switch firing angle and capacitor value allows rapid
collection of a set of transient frequencies and may be used to
create tests that draw reasonable currents for a range of source
voltages. Also shown in Fig. 3(a) are parasitic inductanceLsw

and resistanceRsw+Rcap, which may change depending on the
configuration of the switch. The choice of measurementsv(t)
andi(t) makes the specific values of the parasitics unimportant.
Identification and prediction procedures associated with the cir-
cuit in Fig. 3(a) will be called “method A.”

The test circuit in Fig. 3(b) consists of a MOSFET current
sink and ballast resistorRb. The MOSFET is operated linearly
and dissipates power during an individual test, but subsequent
tests can be spaced in time to keep the average power dissipation
in the MOSFET within specifications. The noncritical ballast
resistorRb can also be sized to keep power dissipation in the
MOSFET reasonable for a range of nominal source voltages.
Procedures associated with Fig. 3(b) will be collectively called
“method B.”

IV. ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION FORMETHOD A

The procedure for method A is to probe the utility at several
different frequencies using the test circuit of Fig. 3(a) and esti-
mate values ofR andL for each frequency. Experimentally, as
in [1], the estimates are found to depend on frequency. In this
section, we extend the model of Fig. 1 with a correction for the
frequency dependence and show how the aggregate model can
be used to predict voltage distortion.
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A. Identification of the ParametersR andL

The parametersR andL form the constraint

vs(t) � v(t) = (R + Lp)i(t): (7)

wherep is the operatord=dt. The parametersR andL could be
found directly from (7) ifpi(t); i(t), andvs(t)�v(t) were avail-
able. The data, however, consist of samplesi(nTs); v(nTs), and
v̂s(nTs), whereTs is the sampling period and̂vs is the estimate
of the source voltage as in Section II.

We eliminate problems associated with measuring or approx-
imating the derivatives in (7) via the low-pass operator

� =
1

1 + p�
(8)

with � > 0 [8]. With some manipulation

p =
1� �

��
(9)

where� is an operator, i.e., �x is the result of applying the
low-pass filter (8) tox. By substitutingv̂s(t) andp and mul-
tiplying through by�� , (7) becomes

��(v̂s(t)� v(t)) = (R��+ L(1� �))i(t): (10)

There is no derivative in this equation, and the only difficulty is
to compute� applied to measured quantities. Equation (10) can
be rewritten to produce a linear least-squares tableau

��( (v̂s � v) �i )

�
�̂1
�̂2

�
= (1� �)i (11)

where�̂1; �̂2 are estimates of1=L; R=L. Quantitiesi; v; and
v̂s are columns vectors of samples, so that(v̂s � v �i) is a
two-column byN matrix, whereN is the number of samples.
The operator� acts on the matrix in (11), hence, the regressors
are low-pass. Unless disturbances are also pathologically low-
pass, for largeN the estimates will be unbiased. A detailed noise
model for this method can be found in [8].

The time constant� associated with� must be determined
by the user. The time constant should be chosen to preserve in-
formation content and minimize disturbances. The results pre-
sented in Section VI-A were obtained with� = :002 s; in prac-
tice, a relatively wide range of values of� produces satisfactory
estimates. Although� is a continuous-time operator, we have
found that it can be applied offline to linear or zero-order-hold
interpolations of the finely sampled quantities with little error.
Discrete-time implementation of� may be desirable in some
circumstances.

B. Estimating Transient Frequency

In [1], estimates ofR andL at different transient frequencies
uncovered a frequency dependence inR. To explore and model
this frequency dependence, an accurate means of estimating the
principle transient frequency is required.

The frequency of theRLC transient is

f =
1

2�

s
1

LtC
�

R2

t

4L2

t

(12)

whereRt = Rp + R; Lt = Lp + L; andLp andRp appear
in Fig. 3(a). One approach to find̂f is to determine the param-
etersRt; Lt; andC and apply (12). Over short intervals, this
technique is preferable to timing zero crossings because it is
relatively insensitive to noise at the zero crossings and is inde-
pendent of the steady-state response at the line frequency.

To find estimatesR̂t; L̂t, and Ĉ, we apply the�-operator
technique to the equation relatingi(t) to vs(t) in Fig. 3

vs(t) =

�
Rt + Ltp+

1

Cp

�
i(t): (13)

Substitutingv̂s andp yields

��( (1 � �)i ��i (� � 1)v̂s )

0
@ �̂1

�̂2

�̂3

1
A = (�1 + 2�� �2)i

(14)

where�̂1; �̂2; and�̂3 are estimates ofRt=Lt; Lt=C, and1=Lt,
respectively. Equation (14) is solved in the least-squares sense
and the parameter estimates are used to compute the transient
frequencyf using (12).

C. Frequency Dependence ofR

In [1] and in the experiments in our laboratory, the estimated
resistanceŝR were observed to be an increasing function of the
frequencyf of the transient. Phenomena that could explain this
observation include, for example, skin effect in the wires and
eddy currents induced in conductors adjacent to the wires.

In [9], the change of resistance due to the skin effect in a
conductor with cylindrical geometry is given forx� 1 (“low”
frequencies) as

R

R0

� 1 +
x4

192
(15)

wherex / pf and the constant of proportionality, given ex-
plicitly in [9], is related to the physical properties and geometry
of the conductor. The variableR0 is the dc resistance.

From [9], eddy currents in conductive materials adjacent to
current-carrying wires produce changes in effective resistance
as in (16), which is valid for� � 1

R � R0 + 2�fL0

�2

6
: (16)

Here,� / pf . Again, the constant of proportionality is geom-
etry and material dependent, and can be found analytically for
certain geometries.

Assuming that the constants relatingx and� to
p
f are favor-

ably scaled, (15) and (16) suggest the following fitting function,
with parametersR0 and�:

R(f) = R0 + �f2: (17)

With several estimateŝR(f) made at different frequencies, a
least-squares solution for the parametersR̂0 and�̂ can be found
which satisfies (17). Transient tests at different frequencies can
be automatically conducted by the system simply by program-
ming a range of values forC. It may be possible, based on the
value of�, to determine frequencies above which (17) becomes
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invalid. However, this was not investigated in detail here be-
cause the purpose is to extrapolate the data tolowerfrequencies,
and because the collected data at higher frequencies are well
interpolated by (17). Equations (15) and (16) apply to the sinu-
soidal steady state. However, for conventional materials, the im-
portant time constants are sufficiently short that the application
of these equations to our test transients is a good approximation.

D. Power Quality Prediction

With estimatesL̂0; R̂0; and �̂, we would like to predict the
distorted voltagêv(t) due to some measured or known current
i(t). Fortunately, the nonlinear dependence of the resistance as a
function of transient frequency (17) can be interpreted in terms
of a linear transfer characteristic

Vs(s) � V (s)

I(s)
= R0 + Ls � �s2: (18)

Equation (18) could also be used for identification of the pa-
rameters using a regression matrix composed of several tran-
sient measurements. However, it is necessary to ensure by in-
spection of the data that the approximations inherent in (17) are
valid on a case-by-case basis. It is more straightforward to per-
form this check by performing a “two-step” regression rather
than a “one-step” regression. Using a finite-difference approx-
imation of the derivative, (18) can be used to simulate the dis-
torted voltage waveform estimatev̂(t) given a parameter set and
vs(t); i(t).

V. ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION FORMETHOD B

In addition to using excitation hardware different from
method A, a different identification and prediction procedure
was explored for method B. There are two principle advantages
of the method B identification procedure. First, since the
current source in Fig. 3(b) can produce a wide variety of test
waveforms relative to the possibilities offered by Fig. 3(a),
the two-step identification procedure of method A is replaced
with a one-step procedure. With method B, test currents can
have whatever frequency content is useful. Second, the model
identified by method B is a discrete-time model. While the
continuous time parameters are interesting, identification
and voltage distortion prediction is done in a sampled data
environment where a discrete-time model facilitates both tasks.

A. Measurement Preprocessing

One of the difficulties experienced with method B, partic-
ularly when testing with a relatively stiff wall, was quantiza-
tion error. When measuring the voltage, the undistorted part of
the waveform required most of the range of the A/D converter,
leaving only a few bits for the distortion due to the test current.
To remedy this problem, a high-pass preprocessing filter

G(s) =
�s

�s + 1
(19)

was used prior to A/D conversion. The preprocessing filter re-
duces the magnitude of the 60-Hz component of the voltage
waveform so that it is comparable to the higher frequency distor-
tion created by the test excitation. MeasuringGv(t) rather than

Fig. 4. ResistanceR as a function of frequencyf , for method A. Solid line
shows model fit in the region of support of the measurements; dashed line is the
extrapolation to lower frequencies.

v(t) has the effect of capturing the interesting parts of voltage
waveform with more bits.

Measurement preprocessing can be done without affecting
the system identification procedure, provided that sufficient ex-
citation remains in the preprocessed signals and that the system
to be identified commutes with the preprocessing operator. Or-
dinarily, parameters of the operatorH

y(t) = Hx(t) (20)

are identified from the input/output signalsx(t); y(t). If H com-
mutes with a preprocessing operatorG, then

Gy(t) = HGx(t) (21)

and preprocessed input/output variablesGy(t) andGx(t) can
be used for identification in the same way that the original vari-
ables were used in (20). The parameters ofG, i.e.,� in (19),
are unimportant as long as the operator preserves the excitation.
The requirement thatH andG commute is satisfied if both are
linear differential operators.

B. Discrete-Time Model and Identification

The continuous-time model, including the frequency depen-
dence ofR, can be written

vs(t) � v(t) = (R + Lp+ �p2)i(t): (22)

The behavior of (22) can be captured by a discrete-time approx-
imation, for example,

P 2

a (z
�1)(vs[k]� v[k]) = P 2

b (z
�1)i[k]: (23)

Here,z�1 is a delay andPn
c (z

�1) is anth-order polynomial in
z�1 with coefficientsck, e.g.,

P 2

a (z
�1) = a0 + a1z

�1 + a2z
�2: (24)

Equation (23), modified to include a colored noise model,

P 2

a (z
�1)(vs[k]� v[k]) = P 2

b (z
�1)i[k] + P4

c (z
�1)e[k] (25)

was fit using preprocessed data with the ARMAX proce-
dure in Matlab.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Measured current and (b) measured and predicted voltage for a laser
printer using method A.

C. Voltage Prediction

Voltage distortion prediction using the discrete-time model
involves iterating the difference equation (25) with the identified
coefficient vectorsa; b; and the measured or known currenti.
Preprocessing is not necessary in the prediction step, since the
system identified with the preprocessed data is the same as the
system acting on raw data.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Method A

A single-phase 1-kVA isolation transformer connected to a
60-Hz 30-A service was used to validate the hardware and soft-
ware for method A. A relatively small transformer was chosen
so that it could be removed from service and characterized
independently during development. Using the test hardware,
parametersR0; �, and L were determined. Finally, several
realistic loads were connected to the transformer, and the
method was tested by comparison of measured and predicted
voltage waveform distortion.

1) Frequency Dependence ofR: Fig. 4 shows estimated re-
sistanceR̂ as a function of transient frequencyf (Hz). The solid
line is the interpolation of the data according to the model (17),

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Measured current and (b) measured and predicted voltage for a
vacuum cleaner using method A.

and the dashed line shows the extrapolation of the model to
lower frequencies. The estimated inductanceL̂ was 1.10 mH.
Note that data were not available at lower frequencies because
the capacitor values and currents needed for low-frequency tests
would be excessive.

2) Voltage Prediction:Loads used to test the power quality
prediction capabilities of the system included a laser printer
and a vacuum cleaner. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) show measured current. Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)
compare measured voltage (solid lines) and predicted voltage.

B. Method B

Method B was tested by connection to a standard single-phase
60-Hz 20-A 120-Vac outlet in the laboratory. No intermediate
isolation transformer was used; method B was tested as it might
be used in the field. The current source was driven with a series
of windowed sine waves synthesized by a Sony/Tektronix AWG
2005 arbitrary waveform generator. Test signals were specified
to the AWG 2005 as a series of samples, e.g.,

it[k] = AwH [k](1 + sin(kTs!t)) (26)

wherewH is a Hanning window [4],Ts is the sampling pe-
riod, andA is the amplitude of the test signal. Using this ex-
citation, parameters of the discrete-time model were obtained
as described in Section V, and predicted and measured voltage
distortion were compared for a vacuum cleaner and laser printer
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Measured current and (b) measured and predicted voltage for a
vacuum cleaner using method B.

(see Figs. 7 and 8). The loads used are different from those used
to test method A, but the transients are similar.

VII. CONCLUSIONS ANDOBSERVATIONS

The methods given in this paper characterize the point of load
voltage distortion characteristics of a utility with simple, prac-
tical models. This information can be used for a variety of ap-
plications by utilities, and also commercial and industrial facil-
ities managers. We anticipate that a one-time characterization
of a building could be used with a library of nominal current
waveforms to estimate voltage distortion in the building under
different load conditions. This approach would produce good
approximations as long as the distortion remained mild enough
that “nominal” current profiles continued to be accurate. With
more severe distortion, load-to-load interaction and more so-
phisticated load modeling would have to be considered.

In [3], the capability of the nonintrusive load monitor to de-
termine the operating schedule of individual loads given access
only to the aggregate current waveforms at the service entry
was demonstrated. With additional knowledge collected during
a one-time (or at least infrequent) examination of the details of
a building’s wiring, the location of loads with respect to the
wiring, and the service connection impedances as determined
by the techniques in this paper, the nonintrusive load monitor
could provide continuous prediction of the local voltage wave-
forms at points of interest.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Measured current and (b) measured and predicted voltage for a laser
printer using method B.
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